
How Does Free Surface Effect Affect Earthquake Source Model of a Dipping Fault?

Full vs half space, schematic

Static model, a fault patch
Consider a sudden drop of friction 
coefficient from 𝑓! to 𝑓" (change is ∆𝑓):

∆𝜎#$%&' = 𝐶𝜇
𝐷
𝐿 = −𝑘𝐷, (𝑘 > 0)

• full space, 𝜎()'*&+ won’t change

∆𝜎#$%&' = 𝐶𝜇
𝐷
𝐿 = −𝑘𝐷

𝐷 =
𝐿∆𝜎#$%&'

𝑘 =
𝐿𝜎(! ∗ ∆𝑓

𝑘

• half space, 𝜎()'*&+ change

∆𝜎()'*&+ = 𝐶,𝜇
𝐷
𝐿 = ℎ𝐷

𝐷 =
𝐿𝜎(! ∗ ∆𝑓

𝑘 1 +
𝑓"ℎ

𝑘 − 𝑓"ℎ

• Compared with the expected slip
-.!"∗∆1

2
where no normal stress

change, thrust fault (ℎ > 0) has
greater slip, normal fault (ℎ < 0)
has less slip (compress 𝜎( > 0 )

Mr. Standing On Freesurface

Dip = 15°

Fault posision 1:
close to free surface

Fault posision 2:
away from free surface
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Nucleation at 
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Fault length = 40 km
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Slip weakening law. All models have the same level of 
friction coefficient drop (!"), while the absolute friction 
coefficient have two possibilities: high and low

(b)

(c)

(a) 2D numerical model: setup
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107 Stress - slip, Distance to the top: 9.8km
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2D Dynamic model, slip weakening

Estimate event duration

Moment rate MR takes T to
decay from the end of rupture
propagation to 1/N,

𝑇 ≈
1

𝐶 − 𝑓"𝐶′
∗
𝐿
2𝛽 ∗ ln𝑁
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Model setup: L=30km, Dip=15°, N=10
Observation, Bilek and Lay (1999)
Thrust model prediction

Event duration vs. depth

𝐿 = 30𝑘𝑚
𝑑𝑖𝑝 = 15°
𝑁 = 10
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Shear/normal stiffness (k/h) vs. depth, dip=15°
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𝐷! = 30𝑘𝑚
𝑑𝑖𝑝 = 15°
𝐿 = 40𝑘𝑚
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Summary
• Free surface effects on dipping fault earthquake rupture models have been

extensively investigated. However, most of them are numerical analysis.
• Discussions of numerical half space models in literatures are sometimes based on

concepts developed in simple full space model (like strength S), which do not
fully capture free surface effects (like normal stress perturbations).

• Observation studies on shallow earthquakes utilize full space solutions to explain
data, which may map free surface effects onto other quantities (e.g., rigidity, ∆𝜏)

• Simple analytical solutions are derived in this study to provide first-order physics
understanding of the free surface effects on rupture models.

• The analytical solution can not only help modeler better design and analyze
numerical results but also assist observational seismologist to better interpret
shallow depth earthquake data.

Full space 

Insights from the static solution

• Absolute level of friction affect slip, 
larger f, greater normal stress effect

• H=120km, high & low f same slip
• H=9km, high f high slip, low f low slip

Half space 

After rupture finish its propagation
throughout the patch, we assume
the patch move simultaneously,
and we can write this equation,

𝑓"(𝑁! + ℎ𝑥) = 𝑘 − 𝑓"ℎ 𝑥 +
𝜇
2𝛽 �̇�

• Free surface effects can explain 
observed longer event duration at 
shallow depth (Bilek and Lay, 1999) 

Half space 
stiffness (k & h), 
numerical Okada 

solutions 
(Okada, 1992) 


